ADELTE relaunches Apronaut at Inter Airport Europe 2019

Apronaut is an innovative solution that ensures smart, safe and successful docking training for Passenger Boarding Bridge operators

Barcelona, 19th September 2019 – ADELTE, an engineering group based in Barcelona and the world’s leading specialist in the design and manufacture of Airport and Seaport Passenger Boarding Bridges will officially relaunch its revamped Passenger Boarding Bridge (PBB) docking
simulator Apronaut at the world’s leading exhibition for airport equipment “Inter Airport Europe” on 8-11 October 2019 in Munich

ADELTE, already well-known for their PBB and Preconditioned Air Unit (PCA) product lines, returns to Inter Airport this year with their improved PBB docking simulator Apronaut. Apronaut is the world’s first software-based PBB docking simulator, allowing comprehensive training for PBB operators in a zero-risk environment. The simulator allows staff to train repeatedly, performing docking and undocking procedures on any type of aircraft, quickly gaining skills and confidence without the need to risk real equipment or take PBBs out of service.

Apronaut was first launched at Inter Airport in 2011 and, due to an increased interest from airports around the globe, the system has been redeveloped over the past year to include a flat screen displaying the aircraft and PBB cabin, and a real control & drive console. Thanks to Apronaut’s custom-made hardware and software, users can practice docking in the most realistic way possible, using control panels matching those of any PBB at any airport in the world, and visualising various types of aircrafts and airport environments as well as the movements of a PBB, adapted to any situation. With HD graphics, real-time control, a tailor-made screen, and a real operator desk, Apronaut’s realistic virtual apron environment offers a rich interactive multimedia experience in which trainees can make mistakes without consequences.

Apronaut’s patented software generates detailed reports on user training, allowing supervisors to monitor progress, compare performance statistics, and assess whether trainees are ready to obtain their PBB operator certificate. The simulator’s active internet connection, secure remote database, and specially designed Apronaut Cloud website means that users can view reports and manage training from any PC or mobile device. Last but not least, supervisors obtain specific insights through Apronaut’s data-analytics, for example

- At which stands trainees have most problems with docking manoeuvres (related to time, incoherent actions, etc.)
- Which are the most common mistakes made by trainees or operators carrying out retraining courses.
- Global and specific KPI's, established by specific stand, aircraft or operator.

During the Inter Airport Europe trade-show, attendees are invited to visit the ADELTE stand number 1442 to experience the future of PBB docking first-hand. Visitors can either see a live demonstration or even practice with the Apronaut docking simulator themselves.

For more information, visit: https://www.adelte.com/airports/apronaut-pbb-docking-simulator/

---ENDS---
NOTE TO EDITORS

ADELTE is an abbreviation of ADvanced ELevation TEchnologies and must always be written in uppercase: ADELTE
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ADELTE is an engineering group based in Barcelona, Spain. The group comprises ADELTE Airport Technologies, ADELTE Ports & Maritime and ADELTE Transporte y Servicios EFS and provides engineering know-how and result-driven product and service solutions for airport, cruise and ferry passenger terminals around the world. From advanced Airport and Seaport Passenger Boarding Bridges and Passenger Terminal solutions that deliver a better experience for travelers, to innovative Ground Support Equipment and an array of value-added Global Services to improve operational performance, ADELTE is focused on working closely with its partners to enhance airport and seaport operations worldwide.
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